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FOREWORD
This Fuel Cell Technology Programn Final Report was prepared by
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft Corporation,
South Windsor Engineering Facility, South Windsor, Connecticut, in
accordance with the requirements of Paragraph 2, 3. 4 of Exhibit C to
NASA Contract NAS9-11034.
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1. O SUMMAR Y
A fuel cell technology prograrn. was established under NASA contract
NAS9-11034 to advance the state-of-the art of hyd.iogen--oxygen fuel cells
using the P&WA low temperature, potassium hydroxide electrolyte technology
as-the base, The tasks of this program consist.ed of 1) fuel cell
system studies to define a Space Shuttle powerplant conceptual design
(designated Engineering Model-il, EM-1), 2) a Demonstrator Power-
plant (DM-1) test, 3) component and subsystem. technology, 4) liaison
swith the Space Shuttle Prime Contractors and 5) Com.plern.entary
Engineering task which included Reliability, Quality Assurance, and
System Safety.
Fuel cell system studies to define the EMi1 conceptual design included
determnination of voltage regulation, specific reactant consumption,
weight, voltage level and performance characteristics. These studies
provided the basis for coordinati.on activities with the Space Shuttle
vehicle primrne contra.ctors. Interface informa.tion, on-board checkout
and in-flight monitoring requirements, and devtelopment cost data were
also provrided as part of this activ'ity. F-ven. though tlhe two Phase B vehicle
primes had different voltage requirements (115 volts in one case and
28 volts in the oLherj, it was concluded that. eilther optioi couLld be
provided in the fuel cell power system by the electrical hook-up of the
cells in the stack.
Cornoonent a;nd subsystem technology activities included four areas of
interest . T'hese were: 1) the high pov,,er density cell, 2) r eactant
purifiers, 3) gas driven circulators, and 4) open c-rcle heat and water
removal.
The objectives of the hihgl powejr density cell effort -vere to exteld the
cell operating life and energy delivery capability of te CB baseline
technology. A cell exceeded the NTAS goal of 5, 000 hours, having
operated more than 1.0, 000 hours with performance at that time still
above initial pei-forn-mance.
The objective of the reactant purifier program was to provide a reactor
for powerplanlt operaltio-n oni propeiilant grade reactant gases containing
carbon dio>.ide and hydrocarbons. Platinunm, Palladi.ulm and Rhodiurm
catalysts were tested in a reac t or to cai-alytically convert the trace
hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide for reinoval by a scrubber. The Rho(dium
catalyst was fol.nc3d to be mnlost effect.ive.
PAGC NtO L
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The objective of the gas driven circulator activity was to provide a hydrogen
pump and a coolant pump which used the stored pressure energy of the supply
reactants. Their use would eliminate electric motors and parasitic electric
loads from the fuel cell system. The use of a gas driven hydrogen circulator
necessitated the development of a static water separator to remove product
water from the recirculating hydrogen stream. An oxygen driven coolant
pump was built and endurance tested. A two stage hydrogen jet pump and
a static water separator were built and benGh tested.
The objective of the open. cycle heat and water removal subsystem effort was
to provide an alternate mode of rem.oving fuel cell powerplant waste heat and
product water when the Space Shuttle vehicle radiator is inoperative. An
intercell evaporator which vented steam overboard and a hurnidity sensing
hydrogen/water vent system were designed to accomplish this objective. A
four cell operating breadboard system test demonstrated the feasibility of
this approach.
The objective of the DM-1 dernonstrator powerplant task was to demonstrate
the fuel cell technology at the system level for a 2000 hour period. The
powerplant demonstrated the ability to operate at low and high reactant supply
pressures, bootstrap (self-start) capability, spike transient capability to
10. 5 kw, open cycle water remroval for periods lonrger than one hour and
unattended autoimatic operation. However, the 2000-hour test objective was
not rm.et. At 610 hours of operation, the test was interrupted because of a
gear failure in the Block II Apollo hydrogen pump and at 750 hours the test
was terminated because of a cell failure allovwing reactant gas crossover.
The pump problem was determined to be the result of operation at an undamped
natural frequency which caused accelerated gear wear. During failure
investigation of the power section, testing was conducted which duplicated the
physical condition of the DM.-1l cells by application of a 45 psi hydrogen
over-pressure. It was concluded fronm this that the coupled regulator
(breadboarded wi:th two Apollo regulators modified to provide remlote
sensing) produced a temporary pressure imrnbalance which distorted the
electrodes and caused a nerforimance loss and uneven heat transfer and
current density. This subsequently caused a localized matrix dryout and
reactant gas crossover.
Although it is theorized that the DM-1 failure was cuased by the regulator
and that a more reliable regulator would have a much lower probability
of causing such an event, it was recommended to NASA that follow-on
activity should be directed toward making the cell less susceptible to
reactant crosspressures and manufacturing variations.
PWA -4364
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2. 0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIhMMIENDATIONS
Cell and component testing confirms that low tezmperature, potassium
hydroxide electrolyte technology is comnpatible with the requirements of
the Shuttle Phase B contractors as defined during the contract liaison
activities.
Testing of the DM-l- powerplant demonstrated all of the important require-
ments of the Shuttle except operating life. Testing also identified DM-1
powerplant life limiting mechanisms; hydrogen pump gear wear and
pressurization of the cell stack over its design limits.
It is recommended that near term effort be concentrated on dennonstrating
(1) a potentially long life hydrogen pump-separator and (2) cells with im-
proved overpressure capability.
It is further recommended that successful testing of these two technology
elemnents be followed by powverplant'endurance testing.
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ENGINEERING MODEL (EM-1) CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
System Configuration.
Conceptual design of a fuel cell system designated Engineering Model - 1
(EM-1) was a major task of this program. The objective of this task was
to define a fuel cell system configuration which would meet the require-
ments of the Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle. The EM-1 operating
characteristics were initially based on NASA guidelines provided at
program inception. As liaison activities with the Phase B prime
contractors, North American Rockwell (NR) and McDonnell-Douglas
Aircraft Corporation (MhDAC) progressed, the specific powerplant
requirements of each one were defined. Figure 1 shows a comparison
of the NASA and prime contractor baseline requirements at the end of
the contract period.
Characteristics
NASA
Gui deline s
Sustained Power - KAV
. Peak Power within
Voltage Regulation - KW
. ,inimurn Power -w-j tlli 1
Voltage Regulation - KW
· Voltage Regulation Band
Specific Reactant
Consumption - Lb/KWH
* Reactant Supply
- Min Pressure-PSIA
- Grade
. Alternate Heat & 1J 2 0
Removal
. Operating Life - Hr
5
10
0
26. 6-290 4V
+ 5%
7
10 14
1. 
27. 6-31. 0V
+ 6%
0
108 -126V
.i 7.7%
.8
20 & 200
Propulsion
Yes
5000
200
Fuel Cell
No
5000
200
Pr opul sion
Yes
5000
Figure 1. - Comparison of Baseline Requirements
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The initial EM-1 arrangement is shown in Figure 2. This arrangement
incorporated all of the features of the technology inmprovremrent program.
Namely, high power density cells, reactant purifiers, gas driven
recirculators, static water separator and open cycle heat and water
removal subsystem. Each of these items are described in greater
detail in the technology section. of this report.
Space Shuttle vehicle fuel cell installations which used low pressure
reactants from the propellant supply tanks were also considered. These
reactants were supplied to the fuel cell at about 20 psia. System studies
showed that this pressure level was insufficient to provide the energy
needed to drive the gas driven pumps. An electrically driven pump was
considered in place of the oxygen driven coolant pump and an electrically
driven hydrogen pump/ separator was considered in place of the hydrogen
jet punmp and static water separator for this application. Figure 3 shows
the E1AI-1. arrangement incorporating electrically driven pumps. This
system has the advantage of being capable of operating at any reactant
supply pressure level.
Thlie open rc.:i, heat and water remroval subsystemr provides an alternati
means of waste heat and product water removal in the event that norm.al
spacecraft heat removal systems are inoperative. Normal product water
removal for electrolyte concentration control is accomplished by passing
the hydrogen/water vapor -mixture fronm the stack exit through a condenser which
causes the water vapor to condense into droplets. These droplets are then
removed by either the hydrogen pump/separator or the static water separator,
depending on whether the system has electrically driven or gas driven
pumps. If the condenser is not supplied with coolant sufficiently low in
temperature, the water vapor in the recirculating stream will not condense
and can not be removed by the separators. The open cycle water removal
subsystem can provide this function under this circurnstance. In this case
product water renmovai is accomplished by direct overboard venting of
saturated hydrogen fromn the hydrogen recirculation loop. Venting is
controlled by a hunmidity probe which senses the wet bulb temperature of
the recirculating hydrogen stream at the cell stack exit, This temnperature
is compared to the dry bulb temperature of the gas stream. When a
difference of the two readings (preset, based on the desired gas stream
hurrmidity to Imaintain electrolyte concentration control) is exceeded, the
solenoid operated hydrogen/water overboard vent valve opens. When the
hurnidity of the stream returns to the normal range, the valve is automaticaily
closed.
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Normal waste heat removal is accomplished by circulating coolant through
the cell stack and removing the waste heat to a spacecraft radiator or heat
sink. In the event that the spacecraft system becomes inoperative, a
temperature rise will occur in the cell stack. The open cycle heat removal
subsystem can maintain stack temperature control in this event. When a
preset stack tenperature limit is reached, a solenoid operated valve will
allow cooling water to enter intercell evaporators installed in the cell
stack. The water turns to steam in the evaporators and the steam is then
vented overboard. The temperature is maintained through pressure control
by the steam vent pressure regulator.
Prime contractor trade-off studies of preferred vehicle configurations
concluded, that this alternate mode of heat and wvater removal was not
necessary. However, maintaining the product water removal portion of
the subsystem was a desirable option since considerable waste heat is
also removed in the process of overboard venting of the hydrogen/water
stream. Figure 4 shows the results of system studies comparing the
spacecraft radiator heat rejection load vs. fuel cell power for normal
operation (closed cycle), open cycle water removal, and open cycle heat
and water remnoval. It can be seen that for a 5 kw level, the radiator heat
rejection is reduced one-half by open. cycle water removal alone.
Studies showed that a choice between gas driven or electric driven pumps
·was nlot sg'L iictant fromn a systern operation vievwpoinr. lecriccr pumps shnoc.d
a slight weight advantage and have the flexibility of operating with either
high or low reactant supply pressures. Gas driven pumps offer lower parasite
power but require more developmentat this point than the electric driven
pumps. It was concluded from these studies to consider the electric driven
pumps as the preferred choice.
A study was made to determine the effect on electrolyte concentration
of pre-humidifying the oxygen. supplied to the cells. Prehurnidification
can be achieved by using an oxygen ejector to recirculate wet exit oxygen
gas into the inlet makeup oxygen upstreanm of the cell. The reduced
electrolyte concentration rnininlizes any tendency to form potassium
carbonate in the cell oxygen inlet. The study compared the localized
electrolyte concentration along the cell oxygen flow path with and without
an oxygen ejector for the EM-i. The oxygen flow was in the same direction
as the coolant (co-flow) and was at the optin-uan recycle flow ratio (exit
flow/nakeup oxygen flow). Figure 5 shows the results of this study.
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Figure 6 shows a flow schematic of the EM-1 Configuration incorpqrating
the preferred features as indicated by the various system studies. This
system will form the basis for further follow-on design activities.
3. 2 System Arrangemnent
A conceptual design layout of the EM-i powerplant was prepared and a
mockup showing the component arrangement was constructed. Figure 7
is a sketch of the packaging arrangement proposed for a Space Shuttle
vehicle installation. Accessibility of the components for maintenance
and repair based on reliability analyses was considered in the location
of the components. Arrangement of the control components at one end
of the cell stack as shown in Figure 7 was selected for ease of assembly
and separation of the stack and accessory section. ,This arrangeme-nt
facilitates field maintenance and repair.
3. 3 EM-1 Weight Analysis
irade-off studies were conducted to determine the influence of various
operating parameters on powerplant weight. The results of the study
showed that voltage level (28 vdc vs. 110 vdc) has little impact oil
powerplant weight, but voltage regulation requirelments have a great effect
orei For e:ample, a relaxation of the voltage regulation from]
+ 5 to 1-0 percent reduced.the baseline specific weight by approximately
30 percent. Results of these studies were provided to the vehicle prime
contractors for their studies.
3. 4 In-Flight Shutdown and Storage
An in-flight shutdown and storage procedure was defined that would maintai.n
the capability for an instant povwerplant restart. Consideration was given
to procedures which maintained a pressure balance between the two reactant
systenms at or above the partial pressure of the water in the electrolyte to
prevent water dryout. Results of the study indicated that this can be readily
accomplished.
3. 5 Heat Pipe It-eat Removal
A design study was nmade of a heat pipe heat removal system in the EM-1
power system. State--of -the-art information of heat pipes was supplied by
Dynathermn Corporation of Baltimore. Results of this study are presented
below:
Use of heat pipes offered no potential weight or volume
reduction lor the So-ace Shuttle becaus. e secondary
beat remnoval sysLenm lust be employed to deliver the
fuel cell waste h1eat to the vehicle radiator.
r'ACGE NO. 'i
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A major mechanical. difficulty was imposed on the fuel
cell power stack because the heat pipe system
must exhibit a high heat flux capability (i. e. consistent
with high power density) vhile rnaintairiLing the necessary
electrical insulation with the secondary or vehicle heat
rejection. loop. As each cell heat pipe wvould have to be
electrically isolated from the vehicle, a significant
reliability penalty resulted.
Heat pipes in the Space Shuttle installation did not
eliminate the need for thermal control valves.
es the heat pipe was adversely affected in one plane by
gravity, preferential orientation of the EM-1 was required.
3. t Powerplant Coolants
Previous studies have shown that fluorocarbon coolant fluids are
compatible with the magnesium separator plates in the fuel cell stacks.
The specific fluorocarbon coolant fluid to be used depended oln. its vapor
nressure. characteristics and cost. Of the five available fluids. three
(FC-40, 43, and 48) were applicable to all prospective operating conditions
and two (FC-75 and 77 ) were limited to the temperatures associated with
a' super-critical reactant supply as indicated in Figure 8. As the heat
transfer characteristics of all fluorocarbons are quite similar and the
viscosity levels acceptable, the choice was based on cost. Using this
criteria, the current prices suggested FC-40 for low pressure operation
and FC-77 for the higher pressure operation.
3. 7 Fuel Cell Powerplant Flight Instrumentation and Control.
Info r 'nati on
Fuel cell powerpl.ant flight instrumentation and control requirements were
defined in support of the Phase B study contractors. The following list
was provided as a reconrmmendation for the minimum number of parameters
to be monitored:
Stack exit temperature - either hydrogen or coolant
Voltage
Current
I-Tydroogen condlenser exit tejnperature.
PAG*E NOw. 14}
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The information shovwn in Figure 9 and 10 was provided to define the
instrumentation and controls required to thoroughly analyze and control
powerplant performance. This information may be interpreted as re-
presenting a maximum instrumentation and control requirement from
which rational decisions may be made regarding particular fuel cell/
space vehicle applications.
As a result of these studies and discussions with NASA, MDAC, and NR,
definition. of the NR and MDAC fuel. cell powerplant electrical schematics
were comnpleted. These schematics are shown in Figures ].1 and 12.
r
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Figure 8 - Vapor Pressurc of Fluiorocarbon Coolants
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4.0 DEMONSTRATO}R MODEL - 1]. (D-].) SYSTEM DESIGN
A fuel cell powerpl.ant designated Demonstrator Model - 1 (DM-I) was
designed for fabrication and testing during the program. - The design
of the DM-1 was based on E¥M-1 concepts and incorporated technology
advancement features to permit evaluation at the system level of the
program fuel cell approaches. A summary of the design parameters
of the DM-1 are given in Figure 13.
The DM-1 Space Shuttl'e Fuel Cell Power System. is an electrical power
source which produces direct current from the chemical reaction of
hydrogen and oxygen. Potable water and waste heat are generated as
by-products of the process. Product water is removed by circulating
hydrogen through the cells, and excess heat is removed by circulating
co6lant between the cells.
The DM-1 consists of a reactor stack power section and an accessory
section containing a reactant control system, a thermal control system,
and a water removal. system. in electric driven punmp configuration
shown in PFigure 14 and a gas driven pump configuration shown in Figure
15 were designed for the DM-1.
The reactor stack power section of the DM-1 consists of thirty-two
0. 5 ft. 2 high power density- cells. For high pressure operation at 60
psia system operating pressure, gaseous hydrogen and oxygen are provided
to the reactor stack through a coupled regulator which maintains constant
and equal pressure in the stack reactant passages which supply gas flow
proportional to the electrical demand. For low pressure operation at
20 psia system operating pressure, the coupled regulator is bypassed
and reactant pressures are controlled by nodified Apollo regulators.
An accurmulator equalizes the coolant and reactant gas pressures.
Reactant gas scrubbers are used to remove carbon dioxide from the
incoming gases.
Thermal control is maintained by an inert fluorocarbon coolant which
is circulated through the power system and simulated spacecraft
radiator by either Apollo motor driven gear pumps or an oxygen
driven pump. An Apollo thermal control valve provides automatic
operating temperature control of the reactor stack by varying the amount
of coolant flow to the sinmulated radiator. A sustaining heater maintains
normal reactor stack operating temperature at low power.
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'Voltage
Rated Power
Peak Power
Reactant Supply Pressure
Reactant Purity
Startup Time
Shutdown Time
Heatup Rejection
Operating life
28 VDC nomninal
5.0 KW
10. 0 KW
20-1000 psia
Fuel Cell grade and
Propulsion grade
15 Minute s M.ax.
Instanta:l:leou s
Silnulated Spacecraft Radiator
2000 IHours Minirnum
Figure 13 
-DA-]o De:-:Sgi Parameters
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H2 IN- 02 N. START-UP
REACTANT SCRUBBERS L HEATER
I
COUPLED REGULATOR ooooooc 
0
J-1 2 02 , 
EJECTOR  ) -
E;OOLANT
HEATER o Lj
oE
.D ELE 0
G L E I A
H2 / 2 I EN
VAL1VE
VALE I goP o
L . .nt f 
I
I CONDENSER"Lc ----
L °;r ......i1 $ BYPASS VALVE
M2 PUNI/i L). FILTER 
SEPA: ..ATotR T
PRODUT CT ANG E R
H2 0
Figure 14 - DM-1 Powerplant Flo, Schemnatic Electric
]Driveil Pump Coni-igurat.iol-
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reactant -
FH2 heater
H/HO2 
V'ent Valve
<5- -- -r>4 - -K
H 2 purge
valve
. H 2 ejector I
I TI I
I
I LII ,h
d
I o
e
I 
I I
I1
L- -......... .. 
I_-- fI 6
static water
product
H 2 0
heat sink
Figure 15 - DM.-1 Powerplant Flow; Schematic Gas Driven
Pumlp Configurat.ion
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A circulating flow of hydrogen in excess of the instantaneous demand of
the fuel cell is mn.aint;ained by an Apollo motoor driven pump or
hydrogen ejector to carry product water away from the cells. The water
vapor bearing hydrogen stream is passed through a condenser where the
water vapor is condensed to a liquid. This liquid is then removed by a
centrifugal separator which is an integral part of the hydrogen pump or by
a static water separator. Electrolyte concentration vwithin the reactor
stack is controlled by the amount of water removal from the recirculating
hydrogen stream. This is determined by the condenser exit temperature
which is controlled by an Apollo thermal control valve which varies
the amount of coolant flowing from the radiator.
An oxygen driven ejector is included to recirculate oxygen through the
reactor stack. This ejector provides hulmidification of the oxygen inlet
ports and distributes inerts accumulated between purges evenly throughout
the-reactor stack, increasing the time interval between p-urges. An
oxygen ejector shutoff valve is included to provide the option of operating
with or without recirculation. Apollo oxygen. and hydrogen purge valves
are used intermittently to vent accumulated inerts from the reactant
gas passages. An additional purge valve is included in the hydrogen
recirculation system to provide water removal by direct venting of
hydrogen. This valve is used to simuluiate those portions of the Space
Shuttle mission when the spacecraft radiator is inoperative and unable
to provide coolant to the condenser,
The DM-1 Power System Design Report, PWA-4389, provides a detailed
description of the individual components included i.n the DM-1 power
system. The Design Report also contains a more detailed description
of the system operating characteristics.
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5.0 DEMONSTRATOR MODEL - I (DMi1) FABRICATION,
ASSEMBLY AND TEST
5. 1 DM-1 Fabrication and Assembly
The DM-l fuel cell powerplant was constructed initially in the electric
pump configuration described previously. Provisions were made in the
construction of the powerplant for conversion to the gas driven pulmp
configuration in. accordance with the test plan. Thirty-two of the 0. 5 ft 2
active area high power density cells shown in Figure 16 were assembled
into a reactor stack using magnesium cooling plates, stainless steel
honeycomb end plates, insulators and tie rods. Figure 17 shows the
complete DM-1 stack with individual voltage leads, coolant plate thermo-
couples and tie rod strain gages. Figure 18 shows the stack and accessory
sections assembled together as the DM-1 powerplant.
5. 2 DM-1 Testing
The following is a condensation of the DM4-I testing. A complete description
of system testing is given in System Test Report, PWA. 4409.
An existing sea level test facility was used for the test of the DM.-!
pxvierplant. The test stand provided reactant gases to the powerplant
interface, contained a radiator for rejection of powerplant waste heat
and provided variable electrical load banks. Various test stand systems
were instrumented to obtain data to supplemrent that monitored lby the
facility Automatic Data Acquisition and Recording (ADAR) system. In
addition to recording data, the computer controlled ADAR system
monitored selected DIiM-1 operating parameters and had the capability of
initiating an automatic shutdown in conjunction with the powerplants
start/stop controller if any of these parameters exceeded predeterna.Led
li:mit s o
The test stand had two separate oxygen supply systems either of which
could supply the DM4-1. One system supplied fuel cell grade oxygen and
the other supplied propulsion grade oxygen. Carbon dioxide scrubbers
were installed in the stand hydrogen and oxygen systems before the
powerplant interface. The test stand also contained a nitrogen system
whi.ch could supply nitrogen to both the powerplant reactant systems for
inerting after shutdown. The test facility radiator consisted 'of a water--
to-powerplant coolant system heat exchanger. The powerplant radiator
return temperature was controlled by varying the water flow to this heat
exchanger. The load bank system consisted of several individual load
banks connected electrically in parallel with the pDweorplan t. with knifre
switches install.ed in each parallel le.:g Spike roower transients could
be performed betvween various pe;er levcels by operning and closing the
knife switches as desired.
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The test stand was equipped with safety devices such as a fire alarmz,
ventilation system. failure alarm, and devices lwhich mornitored four
critical powerplant operating parameters. Activation of any of these
alarms would automatically shut down the powierplant. If autornatic
shutdown was initiated by- the alarms above or by the ADAR monitoring
system, the powerplant reactant systems, were automatically purged
with nitrogen.
The DM-I powerplant was delivered to test on April 26, 1971 and
installation and instrumentation checkout was completed.
The DM-1 powerplant performance and endurance test was planned for
four different configurations.
1. Low pressure (20 psia), all electric pumps.
2. High pressure (60 psia), all electric pumps.
3. High pressure (60 psia), electric hydrogen pump and
oxygen-driven coolant pump.
4. High pressure (60 psia), hydrogen ejector and oxygen
driven coolant pump.
A test plan of the planned specific tests on each of the configurations is
shown in Figure 19. Whenever the powerplant was not running one of
these tests, an endurance profile showvn in Figure 20 was planned. A
cumulative total of 2000 hours of operating life was the goal for the
four configurations.
Autornatic Data Acquisition and Recording (ADAiR) prograrms were
prepared and checked out. The systerm provided powerplant operating
data. either on conmmand or at preset intervals. In addition, a computer
monitoring routine was established for unattended powerplant operation.
This routine scanned electric parameters at prescribed intervals and
compared the data to preset limits. If an out--of-limits condition wvas
noted, a powerplant shutdo-rn was initiated automatically.
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DM-1 TEST PLAN
Bootstrap Start
Steady State Performance
Spike Power Transients
*Voltage R egula tion
'cR eactant Consumption
Heat Loss
Manifold Condensation
Investigation
Open Cycle H20 Removal
OZ Recirculator Effectiveness
G Conf. 1
X
X
X
X
Conf. 2
X
X
X
X
Xr
X
X
Conf, 3
X
X
X
X
X
X
"'Determined analytically from data obtained during steady-state
and transient tests.
Figure 19 - DM-1 Test Plan
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Configuration 1 (low pressure reactant supply, all electric driven pumps)
testing was started on May 4, 1971 and completed on Ma.y 10, 1.971. During
this time the following planned evaluations were completed:
Seven bootstrap starts
· Sixty-one load hours
Steady-state performance from 0. 58 Ikw to 5. 1 kw
Spike transients to 8. 4 kw
Open cycle water removal at 3 kwv for 30 minutes with
a radiator return temperature of 16!°F
The DM-1 powverplant was then converted to Configuration 2 (higllh pressure
reactant supply all electric drive pumps, oxygen recirculation, oxygen co..
flow with coolant) on May 11, 1971. On May 19, the oxygen system was
mnodified to ccunter-flow configulrationr. as difficullli.-es 'w.'re experience d
with the ejector systern. Testing in this configuration (standard
PC8B3'configuration) continued completing the following planned evaluations:
Four bootstrap starts, one external power start
411 load hours
Steady-state perfor.mrance from. 0 net to 5.5 kw (co-
flow, countoerflow and no oxygen ejector)
Spike transients to 10 kw
10 kw peak power for six minutes
8. 5 kw peak power for eighteen minutes
Open cycle water removal at 3 kw for sixty .minutes with
a radiator return temperature of 152°F
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Testing of the DhM-1 in the high pressure, all electric drive configuration
with oxygen counter flow to the coolant contl.inued. .Difficulties were
encountered during oxygen recirculation testing. On. 3 June 1971, an
externally controlled heater was installed on the oxygen secondary loop
to eliminate condensation suspected of causing cell performlance losses.
This eliminated the associated difficulties.
On 7 June 1971, at 61.0 total load hours, low performance of Cell #32
caused an automatic shutdown. Investigation showed thjat the hydrogen
pump pinion gear had worn excessively and that the plastic gear material
had plugged the hydrogen inlet ports of Cell #32. The pump was rebuilt
and the cell staclk was cleaned. The powerplant was restarted and.
although a severe performance loss was exhibited, operation continued
with perforla.nce slowly improving until 25 June 1971 when Cell #4 would
no longer hold a load. A cell stack check indicated a hydrogen to
oxygen gas leak so the test was terminated. During this test of
Configuration II, 9 bootstrap starts, 678 load hours, steady -state pertorn-lance
to 5, 5 kw, peak power at 8. 5 kw for 18 minutes, spi.ke transients to 10 kw,.
open cycle water removal, and a 4500 anmpp-hour purge interval were
accomplished. Automatic, unattended operation for prcionged periods
with the powerplant under facility computer monitoring was also demlonstrated.
The Apollo hydrogen pump pinion gear failure was determined to be the
result of operation at below design loads causing gear 'wear due to "chatter-
ing'. The Apollo installation hydrogen loop pressure drop is approximately
12 in. HIL0. The DM-1 loop was approximately 4 in., H1-O. A restriction
was placed in the DM-1 hydrogen loop matching it to Apollo conditions,
Subsequent measurements on the pinion gear were normal.
Teardown inspection of the stack revealed that the stack had been subjected
to an overpressure condition. However, review of the test data recorded
during steady-state operation did not show such an incident. A series of
hydrogen, oxygen and coolant overpressure tests were pertormed on
identical cells. The physical condition of the DM-l cells was duplicated
by a 45 psi hydrogen overpressure. Bench testing of the regulator under
simulated powerplant conditions did produce a pressure imbalance of 19
psi under certain conditions of depressurization. It was concluded from
this that this particular coupled regulator (breadboarded with two Apollo
regulators modified to provide remote sensing) produced a temporary
pressure irmbalance, permanently distorting the electrodes causing a per-
formance loss and uneven heat transfer and current density.
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6., 0 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT - HIGH POWER DENSITY CELL
6. 1 Task Objective and Approach
Design and development of a high power density cell to meet NASA goals
was a major task of this program. The objective of the task was to
extend the cell operating life and energy delivery capability over that
demonstrated by the standard P&WA PC8B ointer-screen cell. The approach
to meeting these goals of increased life and energy delivery capability was to
incorporate the high power density cell concept established in a previous
P&WA program into the cell design. State-of-the-art m.agnesium coolant
plates, glass fiber unitizing frame materials, asbestos cell matrix and
platinunm-palladium catalyst composition were included in the cell design
for evaluation in the high power density configuration.
A 1parallel effort to improve the state-of-the-art was included in. the pro-
gram, This effort consisted of advancing the design and evaluatiorn of
nickel foil and plastic frame coolant plates, plastic unitizing frames,
and reconstituted asbestos matrix.
6. 2 High Power Density Cell Description
The conventional low temperature base electrolyte cell used in the P&WA
PC8B programs consists of a catalyzed screen cathode, a fuel cell grade
asbestos matrix, and a catalyzed nickel sinter anode. These components are
assembled using epoxy impregnated glass fiber laminates built up into a
unitized hard frame structure. The cathode/lmatrix/anode structure is
filled with aqueous potassium hydroxide electrolyte. In normal operations
of a fuel cell powverplant, the concentration of th.e electrolyte solution will
vary as a function of the operating power range. Implicit with the concentration
change is a volume change of the solution' which must be acconmmodated in
the cell structure. In the conventional cell this is accomplished in the
sintered anode.
The high power density low temperature base electrolyte cell consists of
a catalyzed screen cathode, a fuel cell grade asbestos matrix, a. catalyzed
screen anode and uncatalyzed sintered nickel electrolyte reservoir plate (ERP).
These components are unitized using epoxy irnpregnated glass fiber laminates
in the same manner as the conventional cell. The cathode/lmatrix/anode/
ERP structure is filled with aqueous potassium hydroxide electrolyte. In
the normal operation of the fuel cell powerplant over its operating power
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range, electrolyte volume changes similar to the conventional cell will
occur and must be accommvodated. The ERP serves this function.
As the electrolyte concentration changes, electrolyte will transfer back
and forth between the ERP and the matrix as required. The electrolyte
interfaces in both cathode and anode remain fixed. The interface move-
ment as a result of volume change takes place in the ERP.
The high power density cell, concept offers two major advantages over the
conventional cell. The first is that the functional electrolyte interfaces
can. be maintained closer together (separated only by the matrix thickness)
and at a constant separation. This results in improved performance over
the conventional cell at any given condition since minimum separation of
the electrolyte interfaces gives mninirum internal resistance losses.
Figure 21 shows performance comparison of these cells. The second
advantage of the high power density cell is that additional. electrolyte
inventory can be included without incurring a performance penalty. This
extends the cell operating life by accomnlrodating greater amounts of
potassium carbonate formed'fronm carbon bearing constituents of the
reactant ga ses and from corrosion prcducts of thIe c'dl fr .. ±..-es.
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6. 3 Evaluation of the I-igh Power Density Cell
A series of single cell and -rlulticell tests w;as conducted during the
programn to evaluate the high power density cell. The testing was
conducted in accordance \with Program- Plan, P\W A-3985A. and the Single
Cell and Small Stack Test Plan, PWA-3986D. Design support information
tests and operating life demonstration tests were included.
Details of the tests are presented in the Single Cell and Small Stack Test
Report, PWA-4310. A brief summary- of the tests is presented below'r.
6. 3. 1 Evaluation of Propellant R.eactants (Single Cell-21]., SC-21) -
Details of this test are presented in PWA-4260, Reference: Single Cell
and Small Stack Test Report, PWA-4310.
The objective of cell test SC-21. was to determ.ine the performance variation
and purge requirements of an operating cell when supplied with oxygen
containing sinlulated propellant reactant inerts.
The possibility of using propellant grade oxygen for Space Shuttle
applicattionrs uronpted _a corcern for a sui.table ,?p.urge schedmul.e to mnai--
tain an acceptable performance level over the entire power range. A
test was conducted to detern.ine the effect of oxygen inert concentration
on High Power Density (HPD) cell performance.
Oxygen inert testing was conducted on a single cell. test unit from 15 Janu-
ary 1971 to 21 January 1971 whil].e the cell was operating at 60 psia, 190"F
cell inlet temperature wiith open cycle high purity hydrogen saturated to a
temperature of 1660F at the cell inlet. Inert levels from 0 percent to 80
percent (by volume) were obtained by continuous nixing of nitrogen with
the oxygen supply-.
Two rmethods were utilized to evaluate the effect of inert concentration on
performance; one simulating an oxygen recycle system (as would be the
case with an. oxygen ejector in the system) and the other the present dead-
ended oxygen system. The recycle system was simulated by- continuously
venitil-Lg oxygen at a constant 82 percent utilization, vwhile increasing amounts
of nitrogen wvere introduced to the oxygen supply at steady-state loads from
50 arnps (100 ASF) to 500 arnmps (1000 ASF). ihe ccad--ended test was per-
formed only at 200 amrnps (400 ASF).
PACG'' N O) , i
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The data was used to determine the performance variation and the required
purge interval; for both the dead-ended and oxygen recycle systems, as
a function of oxygen gas purity.
In the load range from 0 to 400 ASF, the performance decay was a.
function of the inert content within the cell and was independent of
load.
In a recycle oxygen system with an inlet inert level of 5000 ppm, the
estimated allowable operating timle without purge was 90 amp-hours,
based on a decay of 0.010 volts/cell between purges.
In a dead-ended oxygen system with an inert level of 5000 ppnm, the
estimated allowable operating timne without purge was 18 amp-hours,
based on a 0. 010 volts/cell decay between purges. This compared
weli with the average cell experience during previous powerplant and
rnulticell stack testing.
6. 3.2 Operati Life Test (Single Cell-, SC-5) - Details of this
test are presented in PWA-4245, Reference: Single Cell and Smlall.
Stack Test Report, PWA-4310.
The objective of cell. test SC-51 was to establish the operating life and effect
on electrolyte carbonate level of hydrocarbon contaminants typical of the
propellant grade gas supply.
Four single cell tests were conducted on the initial design of the high
power density cell using PC8B powerplant configuration materials.
The test program was designed to map the effects of operating temperature
and current density on. the life characteristics of the cell and to determine
the effect of hydrocarbon contaminants on electrolyte carbonate level.
The hydrogen gas used was passed through Pd-Ag separators and
contained less than 1/2 ppm impurities. The oxygen gas was passed
through test stand purifiers (carbon dioxide scrubbers). The resultant
gas contained 6 to 10 ppm of hydrocarbons which were allowed to enter
the cell for evaluation. A common load profile was run on each cell.
The test conditions and results are sunmmarized below:
Cell Temp. Current Density
Test H Time °I_ ASF Result
1 10770 160 75 Terminated
2 3579 160 200 Stand Failure
3 22(60 200 75 Cell Failure
4 1401 200 200 Cell ]Failure
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Each of the cells exhibited no decay in performance from their original
operating level. The performance of Cell #1l continued to rise until 4300
hours when it began to decrease gradually. The test was continued
beyond the planned 5000 hours on an in-house program. At approximately
10, 000 hours, the cell was still above its initial performance.
The performance of Cell #2 continued to rise until the failure time indicated.
The failure occurred during automatic unattended operation when the test
stand hydrogen flow system developed a restriction severely limiting the
means of product water ren-ioval from the cell..
The performance of Cell #'s 3 and 4 also continued to rise until the tilnes
indicated. Both failures were due to electrical shorting caused by
hydrbgen flow tubes at the cell ports. A subsequent redesign of the cells
eliminated these tubes entirely, thereby eliminating the failure mode.
Carbonate analyses of the three failed cells were within predicted values.
It is concluded from these tests that the high power density cell demonstrated
the capability for 5000 hours of operation without performance loss.
It is recommended that follow-on progranm activity determine the cause of
cell performance rise witll tirre to enable realization of higher performance
levels from the beginning of life.
6. 3. 3 Multicell Operating Life Test (Multicell-llA, MC-1 1A) -
Details of this test are presented in PWA -4256, Reference: Single
Cell and Small Stack Test Report,PWA -4310.
The objective of multicell operating life test MIC-].A was to conduct
performance and endurance tests on full size high power density cells to
evaluate EMv-]1 design variables.
A mlulticell stack vwas assembled early in the program to evaluate three
HPD (High Power Density) cell configurations. Variables being evaluated
were high catalyst loaded cathodes for imnproved performance and a thicker
asbestos nmatrix for improved cell structural characteristics.
The test stack was assermbled using standard PC8B magnesium coolant
plates and 6 high power density unitized electrode assemblies (UEA's)
with an extended matrix design. In this design, the asbestos matrix ex-
tended into the glass fiber hard frame beyond the 'electrode screens. Two
of the electrode assemblies were to the standard high power density cell
configuration, two had a thicker matrix and two had a thicker matrix and
a high catalyst loaded cathode.
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From 8 October 1970 through 5 January 1971, Rigs 37804-1 and -2
accumulated a total 191.8 load hours operating at 60 psia, 190 F inlet
temperature, and 32 percent KOH in the recycle hydrogen. mode. An
endurance load of 100 amps (200 ASF) was maintained through 1160 load
hours, and lowered to 50 amps (100 ASF) for the remainder of the evaluation.
Test Rig 37804-1 was shutdown at 430 load hours on 30 October 1970 to
remove the two higher loaded cathode cells that had experienced a high
performance degradation and periodic oxygen purge sensitivity.
Testing resumed on 3 November 1970 with the remaining four cells,
designated Rig 37804-2. A gradual voltage decrease began after the
restart at 430 hours. At approximately 820 load hours, the coolant
pressure, normally 1.5 psi less than reactant pressure, was raised to
and maintained at 5 psi over the reactant pressure through final shutdown
in an attempt to reverse the voltage decrease. The inmmnediate response
was an increase in performance on all four cells but the decay characteristics
of the two thicker matrix cells was unchanged, necessitating a decrease of
the endurance load to 50 amps (100 ASF). At 1918 load hours, testing
was terminated.
As a result of this testing it was'concluded that the extended matrix
resulted in swelling of the glass fiber frame and hence a loss of proper
electrical contact during cell operation. The non-extended matrix design
should be retained to eliminate frame swelling. With a stable UEA frame,
the HPD cell will not experience any decay in 2000 hours of operation.
A high performance decay and purge sensitivity was noted as a result of the
high catalyst loaded cathode. Further investigation of these results is
recommended for a follow-on program.
The performance characteristics of the 0. 015 inch thick matrix cells
could not be evaluated because of the frame swelling. Additional testing
will have to be performed to complete the evaluation.
6. 3. 4 Multicell O perating Life Test (Multicel1-31, MC-31) - Details
of this test are presented in PWA-4311, Reference: Single Cell and
Small Stack Test Report, PWA-4310.
The objective of multicell operating life test MC-31 was to evaluate the
DM-1 cell configuration life' characteristics to the Space Shuttle power
pr ofile.
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Rig 37861-1 was assembled with six highn power density cell assemblies of
the DM-1 configuration and operated on propellant grade reactant gas to
demonstrate perforrlmance and life characteristics. The power profile,
purge schedule and cell operating conditions were chosen to reflect
Space Shuttle operating conditions.
From 10 February 1971 to 6 July 1971 the stack accumulated 3266 load
hours of which approximately 2820 hours were on propellant grade gas.
The endurance operating conditions were at an average cell temperature
of 180 0 F, operating pressure 60 psia, electrolyte concentration of 29 percent
KOH/71 percent water. The stack experienced seven shutdowns during
this period; six were scheduled and one was caused by a facility power
failure at 1411 load hours.
On the restart following the unscheduled shutdown, a performance loss of
approximately 37 my was experienced on each cell in the stack. The
performance of all cells gradually recovered in 489 hours and then
stabilized at about 1.900 load hours at a. level of 10 mIv per cell higher
than before the shutdown. The performance level remained unchanged
for the rernainder of the test. At 3266 hours, the performance of Cell #3
became unstable. The stack was shutdown and a stack check confirmned
reactant gas crossover which necessitated test termination.
The cause of the performance loss on the stack following the unscheduled
shutdown was investigated by simulating the autonmatic shutdown procedure
and the restart procedure on new high power density single cells, In a
norrnal automatic shutdown electrical load is removed and the reactant
systems are switch to nitrogen, The cells remain on reactants
unless the reactants are depleted by diffusion or consumption. Review of
the data and test equipment indicated that a small electrical load rerraine.d
on the stack due to the resistance of the load bank. Since the shutdown
occurred on a weekend, nitrogen reached the cells gradually as the
reactants were consumed and the voltage slowly decayed to zero. Three
possible situations could have developed regarding the introduction of
nitrogen into the cell stack:
1, Both reactants were depleted at about the same rate, allowing
nitrogen on both sides of the cell simultaneously;
2, Oxygen was depleted faster than hydrogen, putting nitrogen on
the oxygen side of the cell with hydrogen still on the hydrogen
side. This was considered most likely because the oxygen system
volume is considerably smaller than the hydrogen system volume;
3, Hydrogen was depleted faster than oxygen putting nitrogen on the
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hydrogen side of the cell with oxygen still on the oxygen side.
The test program was designed to simulate these three possibilities.
The possibility that the performance loss was because of the restart
procedure was also investigated by sinmulating the endurance rig's startup
voltage profile following an automatic shutdown. All of the above tests
involved possible electrochemical changes in the electrodes due to' varying
potentials. No attempt was made to evaluate possible mechanical causes
of the performance loss.
None of the tests conducted on the single cells resulted in a performance
loss similar to that experienced by the six-cell stack. It was concluded
that the performance loss was not due to electrochemical changes in the
cell electrodes.
The s.tack teardown and. investigation of the failure which caused test
termina.tion. confirmed that only Cell #3 exhlibited gas crossover. A
failure investigation programn- similar to the one followed for the DM-l
Cell #4 failure (Reference: DM4-l Power System Test Report, PWA-4409)
was established. The investigation consisted of a dry nitrogen flow
check to determine theoretical hole size, electronic resistance mrneasure-
Cents, cross sectional phocomicrographs through the failure site, eiectron
microprobe and X-ray diffraction examination of a matrix cross section,
chemical wet analysis of cell samples and performance tests on Cell #'s
1, 2, 5 and 6 from the stack (Cell #4 was removed for physical com-
parison to Cell #3).
Conclusions which were drawn from this investigation and a review of the
MC-31 endurance data are summarized as follows:
Internal resistance measured higher than t.hat on new
cells and sensitivity to cool.ant overpressure (which in this
cell design increases the contact pressure between the
electrodes, matrix and coolant plates) indicates a relaxation
of coolant plate pin loading with timne.
Metallic deposits in the matrix were heavier than those in the
DM-l cell.s. In the cross section samples that were
ph otomicrographed, no m etallic bridging across the nmatrix
was noted.
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Non-uniform pin loading of this design and the increase in.
internal resistance probably caused non-uniform heat
dissipating and current density contributing to the break-
down of the matrix.
6. 4 Advanced Frame, Coolant Plate, and Matrix Evaluation
6. 4. 1 Plastic Frames - Design and design support testing were initiated
early in the program to further investigate the feasibility of unitizing the
electrode, matrix and ERP assembly with a plastic frame instead of the
glass fiber frame. The epoxy impregnated glass fiber structure has
been found to be a contributor to the formation of potassium carbonate
in the cell matrix. Although long duration tests (in excess of 10, 000 hours)
have;!been conducted with glass fiber frames, replacement of this component
with a non-carbonating plastic is desireable to improve cell reliability
and extend the cell operating temperature range.
Arvlont and Noryl® were promising candidates based on potassium
hydroxide comoatibilitv tests. Materials tests anrd testing in fuill.
sized cells indicated unacceptable creep characteristics under stacking
mechanical loads. Ceria, Zirconia, Asbestos, PKT and glass fillers were
selected. Full scale frames with filler levels sufficient to reduce creep
to 1 percent or less at 250°F and 1000 psi were brittle and unworkable.
A series of molding trials, machining trials and thermal cycling trials
and corrosion tests was conducted on different levels of these fillers in
the Arylon and Noryl. It was concluded that 30 percent glass filled Noryl
was acceptable at least for intermediate life testing.
A series of tool trials was conducted to find a suitable adhesive to bond
the cell elelments to the plastic frames. AJF-126 (a 3-M product) Hypon
(Hycar and Epon) and Ethylene Propylene Rubber (EPR) were found to be
promising. I-Iowever, further work on these plastic frames was terminated
when it became evident that reducing this concept to practice was beyond
the scope of the program.
6. 4. 2 Electroformed Nickel Foil Coolant Plates - Design support
testing investigated the feasibility of replacing the standard magnesium
coolant plates with nickel coolant plates. The nickel plates hav e the
advantage of greater latitude in the choice of fuel cell coolant fluids and
simplified manufacturing in comparison to the magnesium.
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The configuration evaluated utilized an. electroformed nickel foil insert
bonded to a plastic frame. This configuration was compatible with the
previously described plastic frame ceil assemblies. In the final developed
configuration, the plastic framed coolant plates and the plastic framed
cell assemblies would be bonded directly together, eliminating all
mechanical seals in the stack.
A sweep flow geometry was selected for evaluation of the nickel foil
plates. The standard magnesium plates use a "W" flow geometry where
the reactants or coolant enter their respective flow fields at one point
from the supply manifold and flow in. a "W" pattern to the exit ports.
In the sweep flow geometry, the coolant or reactants enter a secondary
manifold or plenum from the supply manifold. The secondary manifold
extends completely across one end of the flow field. From there the
fluids pass across the cell in a single straight pass. The potential
acdvantages offered by this configuration are a lower stack pressure drop,
increased inlet porting reducing susceptibility to port plugging and more
uniform flow'distribution. A design support test program was conducted
on the characteristics of the sweep flow geometry. The results are
covered in detail in PWA-4168, Reference: Single Ceil and Small Stack
Test Report, PWA-4310.
Manufacturing of th, foil by electrodeposition of nickel on a plexig].ass
form presented no special problenis. Several trials were required to
achieve uniformity of the foil on all rib contours and corners. A 0. 010
inch thick foil was selected for evaluation.
The plastic frame investigation for the coolant plate was carried on at
same time as the plastic frame activities for the cell assembly described
in a prevTious section. Both Arylon and Noryl were used as framle material.
The most successful configuration was 30 percent glass filled Noryl bondcd
to the nickel foil with AF-i26 film adhesive. A two cell stack using plastic
framed coolant plates completed 160 hours endurance at 150 AS.F.
As in the case of the plastic framed cell assemblies, effort on the plastic
framed nickel coolant plates wvas terminated when it became. evident that
reducing the concept to practice was beyond the scope of the program.
It is concluded that the nickel coolant plate offered advantages over the
magnesium which should be pursued. It is reconnmmended that followv-on
activity in this area be devoted to developing a full sized nickel coolant
plate without plastic frames, incorporating the mechanical seals used in
the present standard cells.
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6. 4. 3 improved Asbestos Matrix - An improvement to the "as received"
Johns-Manville (J. M. ) fuel cell grade asbestos matrix was tried through
a reconstituting process suggested by NASA. The process, as adapted by
P&WA, consists of shredding the as received asbestos in a water slurry
to obtain more uniform fib'er sizes and then rematting it. The objective
of the reconstituting process was to produce matrices with increased
porosity, decreased mean pore size, improved uniformity and increased
gas bubble pressure compared to the J. M. asbestos.
Trial pieces of the reconstituted asbestos were made up in various thicknesses.
Porosimetry) analysis and bubble pressure test results of fabricated samples
are presented in Figure 22. A cross section photomicrograph comparing
the reconstituted and the "as received" is presented in Figure 23. Examina-
tion of the tabulated results and the cross section photo shows that the
desired mechanical results were achieved through the reconstituting process.
Performance of 2 inch by 2 inch cells using reconstituted matrices was
equivalent: to the baseline performance of cells using "as received" fuel
cell grade asbestos. Structural tests of the reconstituted matrix showed
that its stress-strain characteristics were identical to those of the "as
received" matrix.
Based on the results of this task, it is recommended that the reconstituted
asbestos matrix be incorporated as standard for all cell designs in the
follow-on activities.
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7. 0 TECH-INOLOGY ADVANCEMENT - GAS DRIVEN CIRCULATORS
AND STATIC WATER SEPARATOR
7. 1 Task Objective and Approach
Design and evaluation of gas driven circulators and a static water separator
was a major task of this program. The objectives of the task were to
demonstrate feasibility and develop an oxygen driven coolant pump, a
hydrogen jet pump and a static water separator for use in a fuel cell
powerplant.
7. 2 Oxygen-driven Coolant Pump
Proper system operation of the EM-I or DM-1 fuel cell powerplants
requires that a coolant fluid be circulated through the cell stack to remove
waste heat produced by the fuel cell reaction. Electrically driven pumps
have been used to perform this function in the past. System studics have
shown that the pressure energy of the consunied reactant oxygen supplied
at approximately 200 psia to a fuel cell operating at 60 psia is sufficient
to drive a diaphragm type pump for coolant circulation. One advantage of
this pump is that it eliminates an electric motor and inverter thereby
rediucing( parasite po-wer, In a fuel cell nolver lant, coolant requirercnts
are proportional to power generation. Another advantage of the oxygen
driven coolant pump is that its pumnping rate is proportional to the oxygen
consumption rate thereby matching it to coolant flow requirements without
the use of a flow control system. Figure 24 shows the demonstrated per-
formance of an experimental pump compared with system requirements.
A series of design support tests were conducted on the moving elements
of the diaphragm punmp which are the spool valves, the diaphragms and
the check valves. These tests provided performance and operating life
information for the eventual design of a flight configuration space shuttle
pump. The design support tests yielded the following results:
. The concept has excess pumping capacity.
Krytox lubricated steel spool valves showed no measurable
wear after seven times design life cycles.
Redundant check valves were satisfactory after two times
design life cycles.
Silicone diaphragms exceeded two times design life
cycles.
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Viton diaphragms exceeded three times design
life cycles.
It was concluded that both the Viton and Silicone elastomers are adequate
materials for pump diaphragmns, however, Viton is preferred because of
its lower oxygen permeability. The design support testing of candidate
diaphragms is presented in detail in PWA-4292, Reference: Component
Test Reports, PWA-4309
A flight configuration oxygen driven coolant pump was designed based on
the results of the design support testing. Figure 25 shows a cross sectional
view of the EM-1 pump design.
A breadboard pump, incorporating all of the essential features of the EM-1
oxygen driven pump design, was fabricated and tested at EM-1 powerplant
operating conditions. Figure 26 shows this pump installed in a test stand.
The pump operated satisfactorily for 2014 hours. The test was terminated
at that tinme because of a stand mnalfunction %which flooded the pump gas
passage with coolant. An improved design Viton diaphra.gm accu:mulated
493 hours of satisfactory operation prior to the test termination. Details
of this testing are presented in PIWA-4295, Reference: Component Test
Reports tI0 WA ^ 4309.
It is concluded that the basic pump design and concept is satisfactory for
Space Shuttle fuel cell applications, It is recommended that follow-orn.
activity include pump testing through 5000 hours to confirm the basic design.
Operation of the pump in a fuel cell system is also recommended.
7. 3 Hydrogen Jet Punip.
Product water resulting froml7 the fuel cell reaction in, the EM-1 or DIM.\l-l
powerplants is removed by the recirculating hydrogen stream. A hydrogen
jet pump was considered to perform the recirculation function in the gas
driven circulator fuel cell configuration. The objective of the task was to
design and evaluate a hydrogen jet pump with sufficient recirculation
capacity over the full power range of the EM-1 powerplant.
7. 3. 1 Hydrogen Jet Pump Design Support Testi.n- Design analysis
and system studies indicated that a two stage jet pump would be required
to provide the necessary recirculation flow over the full power range of
the EM-1. A series of design support tests was conducted on single
ejectors and on dual ejectors in series and parallel configurations to pro-
vide design information. The perforrmance data obtained in the test series
confirmed the jet pump desiignl systCrn and provided information to evaluate
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the effect of SWitching from single to dual stage. It was concluded from
these tests that the dual. series pump is inherently simpler than the dual
parallel pump in that it does not require an internal check valve. The two
pump configurations are shown in Figure 27 and 28. Details of this test-
ing are presented in PWA.-4285, Reference: Comnponent Test Reports,
PWA -4309.
7. 3. 2 DM-1 Hydrogen Jet Pump - A dual series hydrogen jet pump was
designed and fabricated for operation on the DM-1 fuel cell powerplant.
Figure 29 shows the final design configuration. The hydrogen needed for
consumption enters the primary nozzle from the gas supply and provides
first stage pumping of the recirculating gas. As the fuel cell electrical
load is increased, the gas supply pressure will be increased by the remote
sensing hydrogen regulator. When this pressure exceeds the spring force
of the flow valve, the valve will open causing hydrogen to flow to the secondary
nozzle thereby increasing the pumping capacity of the unit.
As the fuel cell electrical load is increased, the gas supply pressure will
be increased by the remote sensing hydrogen regulator. When this pressure
exceeds the spring force of the flow valve, the valve will open causing
hydrogen to flow to the secondary nozzle thereby increasing the pumping
capacity of the unit.
The pump was not installed on the DlMI-l due to premature termination of
the DM-i test. However, a bench test was run on the pumlp. t was
concluded frorn this test that the flow valve needed improvement to control
properly and that the design had a low power limitation. High fuel cell
electrical load pumpin.g capacity was more than adequate. At a low fuel
cell electrical load the minimum recirculation flow rate could not be
maintained. Figure 30 shows a comparison of the pump capacity and
the system flow requirements. It can be seen from this figure that fuel
cell loads below approximately 1 kw can not be sustained by the pump.
It was concluded from this effort that the hydrogen jet pump can meet
fuel cell powerplant requirernen.ts. However, additional design and
development are required to imnprove the flow valve and increase the low
electrical load pumping capacity.
7. 4 Static Water Separator
In P&WA fuel cell powerplants using electrically driven circulators, the
condensed water droplets in the recirculating hydrogen strearnare
separated fronm the hydrogen by a centrifugal separator which is integral
with the pump and mnotor assembly. The gas driven circulator concept
eliminates the electric drive motors. Therefore, a static water separator
becomes a requirement of such a system..
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The configuration chosen for development is shown conceptually in
Figure 31. In this arrangement, water droplets in the two phase
hydrogen-water recirculating stream are renmoved from the stream
by the wick element of the separator. The water is then transported to
the separator mnelmbrane which allows water but not hydrogen to pass
into a collection chanmber. A regulating valve referenced to the fuel
cell hydrogen stream pressure controls'the discharge of product water
to the spacecraft system.
7. 4. 1 Static Water Separator Design Support Testing - A series of
design support tests was conducted to evaluate water separator configurations
and separator and wick materials.
The static water separator concept requires a device which will separate
liquid water from a flowing saturated hydrogen gas stream with very
little pressure loss through the separator axnd with no loss of hydrogen
gas from the flowing stream. Several static water separator configurations
wer.e defined for evaluation during the test program. Concurrent with this
effort, materials investigations were conducted for possible wicking materials
suitable for transporting liquid water, and/or separator materials suitable
for passing liquid water flow while retaining a high resistance to gas blow
th rough.
These tests were conducted as a two part program. One part concentrated
on evaluation of wicking and separator materials. The second part was
designed to evaluate various static water separator configurations using
the best available wick and separator materials. The tests developed
for evaluating xvickin.g material consisted of; a wick test, a wettability
test, a strength test, KOH electrolyte compatibility test and a structural
integrity test. The tests developed for evaluating separator materials
consisted of; a bubble pressure test, a water transport rate test, a
wettability test, a KOH electrolyte compatibility test and a strength test.
The goal of the materials tests was to find a wettable, structurally sound,
hormogeneous, chemically inert rn.aterial which could be easily configured
for use in a static water separator. Initially, tests were based on using
two separate materials for the wick and 'separator respectively, however, it
was shown that from a structural stability and fabricability standpoint, a
combination wick-separator in a one piece configuration was best. Although
a number of materials were found which could be used for wicks or
separators, the material with the best properties for the combination
wick-separator approach was found to be fritted glass.
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Three basic separator configurations were tested. They were a flat
plate separator, a spiral separator and a labyrinth separator. The
three configurations are shown schematically in Figure 32. Several
builds of each configuration were evaluated for separation capacity,
pressure loss and fabricability. The labyrinth configuration w\as found
to be the best design combination on a separation capacity and low
pressure drop basis.
Details of this testing are presented in PWA-4272, Reference: Component
Test Reports, PWA-4309.
7. 4. 2 Static Water Separator AModule Test - A multi-module static
water separator was constructed with fritted glass combination wicks
and separators in a modified labyrinth configuration.. A cross sectional
representation of the unit is shown in Figure 33. The unit successfully
separated water from the wet hydrogen stream, however, it was difficult
to fabricate, exhibited poor flow distribution limiting its effectiveness
and had a limited turndown ratio.
It was concluded from this study and testing that a static water separator
using fritted glass elements in a labyrinth configuration call be used in a
fuel cell powerp].ant. However, design and development effort is needed
to improve its effectiveness and fabricability. It is recommended that
follow.-on activities associated with static water separation consider a
porous plate condenser as an alternate anpornoa.c.
7. 5 Open Cycl e Heat and Water Removal
Waste heat and water are produced as by-products of generating electrical
power in a fuel cell powerplant. In P&WA low temperature base cells,
nornmal removal of waste heat is accomplished by circulating a coolant
fluid through the fuel cell stack. Product water is removed by circulating
hydrogen through the cells and then condensing and separating the water
from the hydrogen. In this system, the condenser uses the same coolant
fluid that circulates through the cell stack,
In proposed Space Shuttle missions, there is the possibility that periods
of time exist when the spacecraft radiator inay be inoperative (during
launch and re-entry) thereby making the circulating coolant ineffective.
An open cycle heat and water removal mode of operation was defined by
P&WA to maintain fuel cell operating parameters under these conditions.
Initial work was performed on this concept under Air Force contract. The
systeml was described previously in the conceptual design section of this
report. The two main elements of the subsystem are the intercell evaporator
and the humidity sensor.
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Figure 33 - Multi-modul]e Static Water Separator
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7, 5, i Intercell Evaporator - The intercell evaporator performs the
task of rernoving waste heat generated by the cells in the stack. A cross
sectional representation is shown in Figure 34. These evaporators are
assembled into a fuel cell stack between operating cells. The assemblies
consist of two plates and a hydrophobic separator.which is a nickel sinter
treated with Teflon). In a functional system, cooling water is admitted
into the evaporator on a temperature signal. The water is converted
to steam in the hydrophobic separator by the waste heat from the cells
and is then vented overboard, controlled by a steam vent pressure
regulator which sets the operating temperature of the cell stack.
There was no testing of intercell evaporators as separate elements in
this program. The units were tested as part of a breadboard unit to be
described later.
7. 5. 2 Humidity Sensor - The humidity sensor performs the task of
controlling the venting of water vapor and hydrogen from the fuel cell to
control electrolyte concentration. Proper electrolyte concentration is
nornm.ally maintained in the cell stack by product water removal via the
condenser and water separator. In the event that adequate cooling is
not supplied to the condenser, the humidity sensor will sense an above
normal moisture content of the recirculating hydrogen stream and will
activate an overboard hydrogen-water vent valve.
A cross sectional representation of a condensing type humidity sensor is
shown in Figure 35. The probe is installed in. a fuel cell system with the
ceramic wick and condensing coils in the hydrogen stream at the cell
stack exit. Coolant (hydrogen or water) is circulated through the
condensing coil causing water vapor fromn the wet hydrogen stream to
condense and wet the ceramic wick. Water will re-evaporate frorm the
tip of the wick into the hydrogen stream and in so doing will cause the
inmbedded thermocouple to register wet bulb temperature. An electronic
controller compares the wet bulb temperature with the dry bulb temperature
and activates the hydriogen/water vent valve when a preset difference
between the two is exceeded.
WUhTER COi[}UCl"
CUGQLAIT #,3 
Figure 35 - Wet Bulb Huimidity Sensor
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A design support test program was conducted to evaluate probe
materials. It was concluded that cotton fabric and pressed metal felt
wicks performed adequately, but were life limited. Porous ceramic or
fritted glass wicks gave equivalent perfor-mance with no detectable
deterioration.
Details of this testing is presented in PWA-4266, Reference: Component
'Test Reports, PWA-4309.
7.5. 3 Four Cell Breadboard Unit Test - A breadboard power system
capable of operating in normal closed cycle mode and open cycle mode
was tested to evaluate the Space Shuttle open cycle subsystem. The test
unit was originally fabricated under Air Force Contract F33615-70-C-
1134. It was refurbished with a new cell stack for this test program.
Figure 36 is a drawing of the power section. It included four 0. 14 ft. 2
active area fuel cells. The intercell evaporative cooling assemblies
separated the water from the steam for open cycle heat rejection. Liquid
coolant flowed through cavities between the cells for closed cycle heat
removal. Magnesium end plates and tie bolts provided the comnpression
needed for the O-ring seals. The test unit included all of the functional
components needed to maintain hydrogen, oxygen and coolant operating
par ameterz in control^ .
The results of the testing on this unit are summarized below:
Completed 102 hours of which 31 hours were open cycle
on two builds.
Demonstrated automatic open cycle heat and 7wa-ter, removal
to current densities of 1000 ASF.
Experienced leaching of the epoxy-glass fiber UE.A frames
at the water and steam manifolds.
Experienced severe corrosion of the magnesiumn evaporator
frames in one build.
Experienced excessive creep of the unfilled Arylon
plastic boiler frames in the second build.
It is concluded from these results that the open cycle heat and water
removal concept is feasible, however the durability of the present
frame and seal materials of the intercell evaporator and the cell is
inadequate. Any follow.-on activity on this sutbsystem should emphasize
material improvement.
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8. 0 REACTANT PURIFIERS
NASA studies indicated that logistic and hardware advantages swould result
fromn using propellant grade gas in the spacecraft fuel cells, Propellant
grade oxygen specifications allow a hydrocarbon content of 50 ppm, If
these quantities are experienced, it may be necessary to remove this
contaminant from the oxygen used as a fuel cell reactant. This can be
accomplished by converting the hydrocarbon to carbon dioxide' and then.
scrubbing the carbon dioxide from the gas. This program was to evaluate
existing carbon dioxide scrubber technology on a multi-cell stack operating
life test and the DM-i test, and to develop design information for a hydro-
carbon oxidizer catalyst.
Carbon dioxide scrubbers were designedc built and utilized on the 6-cell
operating life test and the DMI-l test. The scrubbers removed cell
carbon dioxide down to 1/2 PPM throughout the testing.
A design support test program was conducted to evaluate several
oxidation catalysts and determine the optim.um operating conditions
necessary to remove trace hydrocarbons from oxygen.
Selected catalysts were tested using oxyrgen r o.nii iingn apr,. -12-atel 5
ppm of methane to obtain design information for converting the hydrocarbon
to carbon dioxide. The catalysts tested were:
0. 570o Rhodium on alumina
0. 5% Palladium on alumina
0 5% Platinum on alumina
1. O. 0% Platinum; on alum.unina
The activities of these catalysts in converting the methane in oxygen were
determ-ined at various levels within the temperature range of 200°' to
8000 F and the pressure range of 0 psig to 60 psig.
The Rhodium catalyst was the most active in removing methane from
oxygen at each temperature level and exhibited activity and decay
characteristics adequate to remove hydrocarbons from oxygen at 600 0 F
and 60 psia, The other catalysts either had lower activity or decayed
more rapidly. Increasing the pressure further increased the catalyst
a ctivity.
FAG'C NO. 67
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Details of this testing are presented in PWA-4294, Reference: Component
Test Reports PWA-4309.
It is concluded that this design approach is feasible for a Space Shuttle
design in the event propellant grade gases are eventually selected for
use by the fuel cells. Further design and development work is needed
to optimize catalyst volume requirements and to define the heat source
for the reactor.
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9.0 CONTRACTOR. LIAISON
Early in the program, Phase B Space Shuttle study contractor coordination
meetings were held. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft outlined technical approaches
to the Space Shuttle fuel cell powerplant and requested information on inter-
face parameters such as voltage level and reactant supply pressure.
Trade-off studies of voltage level and high or low reactant supply pressures
were conducted in response to questions. Preliminary system \weight studies
appeared to favor a powerplant with two stacks containing 0.5 ft area
electrodes as the best compromise between specific weight, and
specific reactant consumption and voltage regulation. A review of short
time (less than one second), high load transient response based on pre-
vious PC8B experience was initiated. A test program based on this
experience was written to more fully define these characteristics as an
aid for Phase B contractors in establishing'their fault clearing procedures.
The second set of Phase B Space Shuttle study contractor coordination
meetings were held at MSC on September 2, .1970. and on September 3, 1970.
As a result of these rmeetings, 'WA prepared infornatiori for presenati.on
at the next set of meetings to be held October 12, 1970. Subjects included
inflight shutdown and restart steady-state and transient electrical output
characteristics, steady-state parasite power requirements, effect of out-
put voltage level on powerplant characteristics, heat rejection, monitor-
ing and control, and reliability. Agreement on output voltage was needed
to determine the cell area for design. and testing.
Meetings were held at the P&WA South Windsor Engineering Facility on
October 12; 1970. P&WA presented material on inflight shutdown and re-
start, steady-state and transient electrical output characteristics, steady-
state and transient parasite power requirements, effect of output voltage
level on powerplant characteristics, heat rejection, monitoring and con-
trol and reliability.
Coordination meetings were held on November 4 and 5, 1.970 at which P&WA
presented material on:
P..AE ,0o. 69
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Checkout
Essential instrumentation
Voltage during load changes
Effect of voltage level. on powerplant reliability and
program cost
Effects of reactant supply pressure on powerplant
characteristics
Effect of reactant purity on purge requirements
Effects of rated power level
Effect of peak power level on specific weight of a dual
mode fuel cell
P&WA provided each of the Phase B contractors with a PC8b Operations
.Mal:.i.al atl an txalpiei uf potwserplant cperatin.g and hanailing procedures.
Informal. Space Shuttle contractor coordination meetings were held on
December 2, 1970 and on. December 3, 1970. The contractors were
briefed on P&WA fuel cell technology program status and answers were
provided for questions. P&WA presented the results of a study which showed
that dual mode fuel cell systems have significant advantages over hybrid
fuel cell/APU systems for the Orbiter.
Phase B Space Shuttle study contractor coordination meetings were held
at NASA/MSC on March 17-19, 1971. The contractors updated their
requirements for power, voltage level, voltage regulation, reactant
supply pressure, and other interface conditions. P&WA raised the question
of fa.ult-clearing current capability needed from the fuel cell. The contractors
provided some estimates of minimum distribution system impedance, and
it was agreed some form of current limiting would be desirable.
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Phase B Space Shuttle study contractor liaison meetings were held on
2 June 1971 and 3 June 1971. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft presented the
characteristics of a number of potential powerplant designs for con-
sideration by the Phase B contractors. P&WA reviewed the status of
testing under the NASA fuel cell technology contract. The Phase B
contractors presented miscellaneous pieces of information relating to
the interaction of the fuel cell and vehicle.
An informal meeting was held on 17 June 1971 to review recent P&WA
program accomplishments and to answer questions on the Space Shuttle
powerplant design.
Phase B Shuttle study contractor liaison meetings were held at the South
Windsor Engineering Facility on June 8 and 8: 1971. The Phase B con-
tractors reviewed their baseline power system configurations. P&VA
presented a suggested electrical schematic for Phase B contractors comments.
P&WA discussed the status of the fuel cell technology program. A presentation
was given and a tour conducted on the DM-1 monitoring and control data
system in use at P&WA. P&WA also presented the results of a study of
progranm cost vs. powverplant life.
Phase B Shuttle study contractor liaison meetings were held at )lASA-MSC
on September 21 and 22, 1971. The Phase B contractors reviewed the
status of their present configuration and indicated recent NASA directed
study revisions. P&WA discussed the status of the fuel cell technology
program.
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10.0 COMPLEMENTARY ENGINEERING
10. 1 RELU.ABILITY
The reliability program consisted of reliability analyses and trade-off
studies conducted during the conceptual design and testing phases of
the DM-1 program. Results of these analyses and trade-off studies
were used to direct design efforts toward minimizing the probability of
a powerplant failure. The analyses also provided criteria for follow-on
program reliability and test plamning tasks.
Both powerplant and component Failure Mode and Effect Analyses (FMEA)
were prepared to a level of detail consistent with the existing design
definition at each particular phase of the program. Special stress was
placed on early input to the design concept from the FMEA. The power-
plant FMEA was a general study which considered the effects of various
failure modes on the powerplant to provide an overview of the conceptual
design.
The detailed comlponent level FMEA's were performed on the (a) reactor
stack, (b) hydrogen jet pumnp, (c) oxygen-driven coolant pump, (d) coupled
regulator, and (e) humidity sensor probe. The purpose of these FMlvi]A's
was to evaluate the effect of individual part failure modes on the cornponent
and on the total fuel cell powerplant. Information from these components
FAIEA's served as one source for the derivation of design. criteria
incorporated in the component design specifications.
Component level FMEA's were also performed on less well defined
components and on all the remaining ancillary comrnponents in. the DMi-l.
Informnation fronm these FMEA's will serve as a basis for more detailed
analysis in subsequent follow -on programns.
Reliability trade-off studies were conducted to provide data for designing
a fuel cell powerplant. Consideration was given to mission reliability,
redundancy, maintainability, operating life and failure effect. These
studies included investigations of powerplants with various voltage levels,
povwerplants with either a gas-driven or an electric-driven circulating
pump, and diaphragm redundance studies for the oxygen-driven coolant
pumlp.
Additional reliability studies included reviews of the test facilities used
for the endurance testing of.multicell ]Rig 37861 and the DMl-1 powerplant
and were conducted to niirrnize the probability of a fuel cell stack failure
caused by an external (facility) source.
Details of the above were presented in the Final Reliability Salmmary and.
Analysis Resport, PW¥A-4359.
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10. 2 SAFETY
During the execution of this program, the groundwork was set for achieving
the safety goal of not contributing to a vehicle failure and not endangering
personnel during handling and support. The main contributions to this goal
were:
Establishment of a line of communication for the reporting
and dissemination of system safety information.
Identification of potential hazards within early designs.
Gathering and dissemination of pertinent safety information
required for further analyses.
The identification of safety action items for reso lution in
subsequent follow-on programs.
The s'stemn safety program consisted of safety analysis and safety
documentation activities conducted during the conceptual design and
testing phases of the DM-1 program. These activities were directed
toward achieving the fuel cell system goal of not contributing to a
vehicle failure and not endangering personnel during handling and
suplport.
The systemn safety analyses conducted during the program included Gross
Hazard Analysis (GHA) and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA).
The GHA was conducted early in the design phase and utilized preliminary
design and operating information to provide an evaluation of the DhM-l.
safety design adequacy. This qualitative analysis defined gross potential
hazards and determined if safety features had been incorporated into
the design to eliminate these hazards, The FMEA's were performed
at the system. and component levels for use in both reliability and safety
analyses (see Final Reliability Summr-ary and Analysis Report, P'WIA-4359).
Within the context of the safety program, the FMEA's established the
effect of each component failure mode on system safety. Design or
procedural methods to reduce the probability of occurrence of safety
critical failure Imodes were recommended to the Prograrn Manager.
The total fuel cell system was reviewed periodically by the Systems
Effectiveness Engineer to follow-up the recommendations and insure
that suggested changes were incorporated.
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Various material investigations were conducted during the program to
determine the impact on system safety. These investigations included
investigations of specific mnaterial properties dictated by tihe GI-TA and
FMEA, a compilation of various properties of the non-mnetallics under
consideration for use in a Space Shuttle powerplant and radiation
tolerances for specific non-metallic materials.
Details of the above were presented in the Safety Analysis Report,
PWA -4299.
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10. 3 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A description of the Quality Assurance actiri.ties required for the Fuel
Cell Technology Programn was initially prepared. The tinle phasing of
this effort was also included.
Quality Engineering reviewed layouts and drawings during the design
phase and prepared Quality Assurance data sheets. This internal docu-
m.ent assured the inspectability of the design and delineated the required
non-destructive test inspections to provide proper Quality Control.
'Two meetings were held with the local NAVPRO to discuss the implementation
of the contractual quality requirements in the context of a technology
advancement program. NASA/MSC Ouality Assurance representation was
included at the second meeting. A review of the status of the fuel cell
program was conducted. The extent of Quality Assurance input during this
phase and that to be expected if a follow-on program were received was
discussed. A firm understanding was reached concerning the quality
objectives for this phase and the m.eans by which these requirements would
be accomplished° Monthly meetings were held between NAVPRO and P&)WA
to discuss outstanding questions.
Quality Assurance Engineering reviewed the lay-out for the oxy'en driven
coolant pump. This review determined the information required to
control the quality requirements for flight parts. These special inspection
and quality assurance requirements were listed on controlled Quality
Assurance Data (QAD) sheets for the details within the pump assembly.
The quality assurance functions required to achieve the objectives of
the DM-1 test were implemented during the test.. Those areas involving
quality control included material and process control, measuring and
test equipment control, and the inspection of parts designated by
Engineering.
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